
Agenda Item 9.2  

Report No 177 / 18 ts  

TO:  TECHNICAL SERVICES COMMITTEE - 12 NOVEMBER 2018   
 
SUBJECT: ELECTED MEMBERS POLICIES REGARDING THE TECHNICAL SERVICES 

DIRECTORATE   

AUTHOR: DIRECTOR TECHNICAL SERVICES - SCOTT ALLEN  
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is to provide council with information pertaining to the Elected Members Policies under 
the auspice of the Technical Services Directorate   
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council approves the following recommendations: 

1. Endorse the updated Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy which supersedes 
Policy 419: Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy 

2. Endorse the updated Planting of Trees Policy which supersedes Policy 420: Tree 
Maintenance Policy 

1. BACKGROUND 
 
Council has requested a review of all Elected Members Policies. The Technical Services Directorate 
has 22 policies. The Technical Services Policies are as follows: 
 

POLICY NUMBER  POLICY TITLE  

175  Rural Road Reserve Management PSD  

401  Cemeteries - Burials and Exhumations / Garden Cemetery 

  Appendix A _ Cemetery Procedures - Burials and Exhumations 
(proposed) 

402  Cemeteries - Provision and Maintenance / Cemetery (Memorial) 
Maintenance of War Graves 

  Appendix B _ Cemetery Procedures - Provision and Maintenance 

403  Central Australian Masters Games Permits and Hire Charges 
Dispensation 

404  Council Plant and Equipment Hire 

405  Developer Contributions Land Development 

406  Grandstands - Portable 

408  Pensioners Residences Removal of Tree Pruning’s and Garden 
Refuse 

409  Public Open Space Revitalisation 

410  Recreation Facilities Permanent Advertising 
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411 Recreation Facilities Temporary Advertising

412 Road Verge Aesthetics

413 Sports Facilities Capital Development

414 Sporting Facilities Trust Fund

415 Swimming Centre

416 Rural Roads Maintenance Policy

417 Roadside Memorials

418 Verge Development Policy

419 Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy

420 Tree Maintenance Policy

2. DISCUSSION

Upon review of these policies, the Technical Services Directorate has reviewed all the policies and 
is proposing the following amendments to the below mentioned policies:

Recommendation 1:

Plant and A Policy 419: Plant and Equipment B
Equipment
Replacement

Replacement

Planting of Trees C Policy 420: Tree Maintenance
Policy

D

3. POLICY IMPACTS

Alice Springs Town Council Strategic Plan 2018 to 2021

Objective 4: A dynamic community 
4.3: Service Excellence

4.3.1: Establish, maintain, review and improve efficient, effective systems

4. FINANCIAL IMPACTS

No financial implications are associated with this report

5. SOCIAL IMPACTS

The changing of the Elected Members Policies will have minimal social impacts

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
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The changing of the Elected Members Policies will have minimal environmental impacts

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS

The changing of the Elected Members Policies will streamline the process but will have minimal 
public relations impacts

8. ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A: Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy 
Attachment B: Policy 419: Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy 
Attachment C: Planting of Trees Policy 
Attachment D: Policy 420: Tree Maintenance Policy

Scott Allen
DIRECTOR TECHNICAL SERVICES



ATTACHMENT A

Alice Springs
TOWN COUNCIL ELECTED MEMBER POLICY

Title PLANT AND EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
Responsible Director Director Technical Services

Adoption Date dd/mm/yyyy Review Date 2022

1 Purpose

This purpose of this policy is to state Elected Members’ responsibility for the replacement of plant 
and equipment.

2 Statement of Policy

Elected Members approve the replacement of plant and equipment which exceeds $5,000 in each 
case.

The CEO is responsible for ensuring that Council’s plant and equipment is properly managed and 
maintained.

Council will maintain a plant and equipment replacement program, to be reviewed on an annual 
basis.

The following will be considered when replacing plant and equipment:

• Cost analysis taking into account the level of performance required
• Utilisation levels based on actual engine hours worked or kilometres run
• Council’s Procurement Policy.

Council will follow industry guidelines and principles of life cycle cost analysis with respect to plant 
and equipment replacement.

3 Council policies superseded

This policy supersedes all previous versions of policy 419 Plant and Equipment Replacement 
Policy.

Plant and Equipment Replacement 
Version: October 2018

1



ATTACHMENT B

Plant and Equipment Policy 30.04.2017

Alice Springs

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

REPLACEMENT POLICY

NO. 419
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Policy Objectives:

The objective of this policy is to ensure Council’s plant, vehicles and other mechanical 
equipment is available in good working order so as to achieve the best cost benefits 
for Council.

The aim of the Plant and Equipment Replacement Policy is to;

• Follow industry replacement guidelines and principle of life cycle costs to 
finalise replacement of the plant and equipment.

• Maximise inputs from operators & maintenance team to prepare plant 
replacement requisition

• Optimise vehicle maintenance program to have longer replacement cycle.
• Avoid repeated & time taking evaluation for plant and equipment those are in 

good working order.
• Project a ten year replacement program for high value plant and equipment & 

review Replacement Program to act in accordance with Council’s needs.
• Fair and ethical process to replace or induct a plant in the council fleet

Policy Scope:

To ensure Council’s plant and equipment reflect Industry Standards, in particular with 
the replacement periods of plant and equipment as well as maintenance of all Council 
plant and equipment.

Policy Statement:

I. Replacement Requisition:

• Replacement request must include following:

> Reference to standard replacement cycle
> Specific reasons (if doesn’t match with standard replacement cycle)
> Number of hours/ kilometres & Years
> Annual maintenance cost since procurement

> Life cycle cost
> Life cycle cost analysis (Annual maintenance cost > 30% of New)
> Safety related concern (if any)
> Major maintenance requirements (if any)
> Residual value (internet data, trade-in quotes etc)
> New purchase price/quotes
> Prospective Suppliers
> Any other supportive documents/pictures
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II. Replacement Periods:

• Replacement periods will be set to provide the best economic turnover result 
for Council whilst also taking into account of Council’s operational 
requirements and funding resources. The following plant replacement cycle 
has been adopted and is based on discussions with the Workshop 
Coordinator, Supervisors, Depot Manager, Directors and recommendations 
from Councillors’ which incorporated benchmarking with industries and other 
local authorities. This replacement cycle can be reviewed annually or as per 
the discretion of council.

• All plant (excluding small plant), should be reviewed at least 12 months prior 
to the Recommended Replacement Cycle or if usage/condition dictates an 
earlier review.

• Plant and equipment with occasional, seasonal, limited and emergency 
usage will be individually assessed and recommended for replacement 
where their one-time repair cost reaches 60% of replacement cost.

• The replacement cycles are to be considered as a guide and plant and 
vehicles may be replaced earlier or later depending on market forces, 
condition and requirements. The overriding objective is to ensure the 
maximum return and value for Council.

• The Depot Manager in consultation with the Supervisors and Workshop 
coordinator will review replacement cycles as outlined below on a case by 
case or class by class basis as part of Council’s 10 year replacement 
projections and make appropriate recommendations to the Director 
(Technical Services) for the replacement.

• Following sample graph shows principle of life cycle cost and optimum 
replacement period.

• Consideration may also be given to machines that experience high levels of 
maintenance and repair costs

Optimum Replacement Period
$500,000

$450,000

$400,000

$350,000

$300,000

$250,000

$200,000

$150,000

$100,000

$50,000

$0

is at the intersection

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
—— MainL & Repairs $36,408 $73,945 $112,645 $152,545 $193,682 $236,094 $279,821 $324,903 $371,383 $419,304

Average Costs $342,408 $294,945 $265,645 $271,545 $287,182 $308,344 $335,071 $367,403 $405,383 $449,054

——Resales S $306,000 $221,000 $153,000 $119,000 $93,500 $72,250 $55,250 $42,500 $34,000 $29,750
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In general, turnover periods for plant and equipment will be as follows:

Very High value, hours based work, minimal visible wear 
and tear, high repair cost

ASSET TYPE YEARS KMS HOURS

Rollers 15 Years - 10,000 Hours
Graders 15 Years - 10,000 Hours
Forklift 20 Years - 3,000 Hours

Trencher 4 Years - 2,500 Hours
Backhoes 12 Years - 10,000 Hours

Road Sweepers 5 Years - 7,000 Hours
Mini Sweepers 3 Years - 4,000 Hours

Loaders 12 Years - 10,000 Hours
Tractors 10 Years - 10,000 Hours

Wood Chipper Machine 10 Years - 5,000 Hours
Turf Scarifier Machine 8 Years - 3,000 Hours

High value, Kms based work, visible wear and tear, 
moderate repair cost, used as prime mover

ASSET TYPE YEARS KMS HOURS

Heavy Trucks 10 Years 200,000 KMS -

Light Trucks 6 Years 120,000 KMS -

Utilities/Van 5 Years 120,000 KMS -

Sedans 3-5 Years 100,000 KMS -
Hours based work, visible wear and tear, moderate repair 
cost, stationary, used with prime movers with trailer

Line Marker Machine 10 Years - 10,000 Hours

Ride on Mowers 3 Years - 3,000 Hours

Trailers 15 Years - -

Cherry Picker 20 Years - -

Equipment with No Prime Mover 
(Slasher, aerator, spreader etc.) 12 Years - -

ATV 4 Years - 5,000 Hours

Hours based work, fast wear and tear, low repair cost, 
frequent maintenance required

Plant <$2000
(Hand held chainsaw, blower, 

trimmer, mower etc.)

Replacement is recommended if 
one time Repair cost > 60% of New product
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III. Plant Replacement - General:

• A Ten Year Plant Replacement Projection is to be maintained and 
reviewed annually and is to be reported to Council on an annual basis.

• An Annual Plant Replacement Program is to be submitted to Council 
based on the Ten Year Plant Replacement Program.

• Delegation is provided to the Director (Technical Services) to coordinate 
selection, replacement and purchase of major plant and vehicles.

• Plant and equipment items valued at $500 or greater are to be 
capitalised and be given a plant number.

• Tools and equipment of value less than $5,000 are not to be funded as 
plant, but are to be purchased from the budget allocation of the 
Department concerned.

IV. Plant (New Type) Purchase And Disposal:

• The purchasing of a major plant and equipment of a new type should 
take into account the following (but not limited to): •

■ Demonstrated repeated need for the item
■ Cost analysis taking into account the level of performance 

required
■ Consideration of whether to purchase, lease or hire
■ Utilisation levels based on actual engine hours worked or 

kilometres run, not days used or hours outside yard.
■ Purchases are to be undertaken in accordance with Council’s 

Procurement Policy.
■ Where an item of plant or equipment is no longer required, 

disposal can be by way of direct sale by tender or motor vehicle 
auction. Disposal of an item of plant or equipment is to be 
approved by the council.

V. Plant Hire:

• As a general rule Council does not hire out plant. However, when 
approved by the CEO, Council will hire out plant for particular activities 
where there is a general benefit to the Community.
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Plant Replacement Reserve

This part of the Policy is aligned with the Council’s Policy on overall funding.

The Plant Replacement Reserve will accumulate funds on regular basis for future 
replacement of Council’s existing plant. This reserve specifically includes transfers in 
and out relating to plant depreciation, plant disposals and purchases. Depreciation is 
calculated on the purchase price of the plant over its useful life therefore not catering 
for additional plant or upgrades in plant.

The following guidelines are recommended in these circumstances:-

> Additional plant requirements are to be identified and be separately funded 
during the budget process and reviews

> Upgrades to plant (eg 1 tonne to 2 tonne ute), must be approved by the CEO
> Minor Upgrades <$5,000 to be funded from the reserve
> Major Upgrades to be approved by Council and may require outside capital 

investment
> Funding can be either from reductions/savings in expenditure from the 

individual programs or be identified as a new capital project during the budget 
process. Once the source of funds has been identified the Plant Purchase 
Capital budget will be increased by that amount to fund the expenditure

> The minimum reserve balance to be maintained is___________. This amount
is should be appropriate to fund any emergency replacement/maintenance

Responsibility

To achieve this policy the following key roles and responsibilities are identified:

Elected Members:

■ To act as custodians for plant and vehicle assets

■ To approve/amend/endorse Council’s Plant and Equipment Replacement 
Policy

■ To approve the sale and acquisition of plant and equipment

■ To ensure appropriate resources for plant and vehicle replacement activities 
are made available

CEO:

■ To analyse and present the Replacement request to Council.

■ To ensure that accurate and reliable information is presented to Council.

■ To authorise the acquisition and disposal of plant and equipment in 
accordance with the Replacement Policy.

Directors:

■ To assess plant replacement request and link the Plant and Equipment
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Replacement Policy to the Plant and Equipment Replacement Program using 
the principles of lifecycle analysis.

■ To present genuine recommendations to the CEO and Council.

Council Officers: (Workshop Coordinator, Supervisor Municipal Services, 
Manager Works

■ To analyse Plant and Equipment performance, maintenance requirements to 
facilitate methodological approach towards creation of plant replacement 
requisition.

Ten Year Forward Replacement Plan

■ A ten year replacement program is condition based taking into consideration 
the above recommended replacement cycle for each Plant Class and actual 
usage data.

■ This replacement program determines the net transfer from reserve to fund 
the replacement of plant and equipment. The ten year replacement plan 
should been determined on the expected useful life of the plant based on 
usage/time.

■ Forward replacement plan will be submitted along with plant & equipment 
replacement requisition annually to Council for consideration. This will enable 
council to take immediate measures to manage budget for future plant 
replacement costs.

Projected Capital Renewal Expenditure
(Plant and Equipment 2016)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Year

■ Projected Renewals
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Procedure

Plant, equipment and vehicle replacement process includes everyone associated 
with usage, maintenance and procurement of these assets.

Staff will provide a common and consistent approach to plant replacement. An 
annual review process will accommodate the following activities:

■ Review of future plant requirements by staff

■ Incorporate feedback into a draft program from stakeholders and legislation 
into plant and vehicle replacement activities undertaken by Council.

■ Review of existing Plant and Equipment Replacement program/policy.

■ Reporting Plant and Equipment Replacement Programs to Council for 
approval.

■ Develop and review plant replacement programmes for Plant and Equipment 
Replacement Programs annually

■ Undertake regular reviews and recognise opportunities for plant and 
equipment disposal and replacement

■ Facilitate flexible vehicle selection for vehicles that are nominated within the 
staff lease back arrangements ensuring suitability for all purposes within 
budgetary constraints

■ Actively market test passenger vehicles to determine changeover costs trends 
and adjust replacement strategies accordingly

■ Reference passenger fleet purchases against ANCAP (safety) and Green 
Vehicle Guide (environment) ratings

■ Ensure quality assurance by adopting checklists to ensure that all relevant 
stakeholders re involved in the total process of plant and equipment 
replacement

Considerations should always be given to:

■ Risk Management

■ Compliance with WHS legislation

■ Green fleet initiatives such as vehicle emission levels and fuel economy

■ Roadside service availability

■ Market trends - optimum changeover, market preferences

■ Warranty provisions
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Following flow chart outlines the assessment and decision making steps involved in 
this complete activity;
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START

INPUT FROM ALL STAFF 
(Data collection on plant usage, 

maintenance, life-cycle cost, 
plant condition )

(W oik shop Coordinator. Supervisors 
prepare Plant Replacement requests)

(Life time cost, trade-in cost, replacement 
cost. age. suppliers, usage etc provided to 

support replacement claim )

r-? r ^

■fete

Council reviews plant replacement 
recommendations, financial status, 
budget & need analysis, suppliers, 

industiy replacement standards

Final Recommendations 
(Quotes, finance, trade-in. 

auction, suppliers)
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Policy History
Version: 1.0 

Date of Approval: 

Next review date:
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ATTACHMENT C

Alice Springs
TOWN COUNCIL ELECTED MEMBER POLICY

Title PLANTING OF TREES
Responsible Director Director Technical Services

Adoption Date dd/mm/yyyy Review Date 2022

1 Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to provide enhanced natural shade within Alice Springs.

2 Statement of Policy

Council recognises the significant contribution that trees make in providing a high quality public 
realm where people are encouraged to partake in a wide range of activities. Tree plantings result 
in a varied landscape that contributes to amenity and aesthetics of a town.

Towards this end, Council's will plant 750 new trees every year and support community tree 
planting activities.

Additionally, Council will continue the free removal of tree pruning’s for aged pensioners.

3 Council policies superseded

This policy supersedes all previous versions of policy 420 Tree Maintenance Policy.

Planting of Trees 
Version: October 2018

1
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TOWN COUNCIL
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TREE MAINTENANCE POLICY
and PROCEDURE
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TREE MAINTENANCE POLICY and PROCEDURE

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2. PURPOSE

The purpose of the Tree Maintenance Policy and Procedures are to establish 
guidelines & procedures for the installation, maintenance & removal of street trees 
within the municipality of the ASTC.

ASTC also recognises the significant contribution that trees make in providing a high 
quality public realm where people are encouraged to partake in a wide range of 
activities to meet and. ASTC recognises that tree plantings may / will result in a 
diverse landscape throughout the municipality that will contribute to the amenity of 
our town.

3. SCOPE

The Tree Maintenance Policy and Procedures:

• Will apply to all street trees within the municipality of ASTC

• Does not over ride conditions stipulated by ASTC planning department for a 
particular development

• Will assist ASTC staff in making decisions in relating to the planting, 
maintenance or removal of street trees

• Does not apply to trees on privately owned land

• ASTC maintenance, planting & replacement activities will be guided by the 
Australian Standard AS4373-2007 ( AS AMENDED) Pruning of Amenity Trees

• Makes reference to the Thyer Tree Valuation worksheet.

4. POLICY

4.1 Tree Ownership

Any tree on a road reserve, footpath, sporting oval, Council facility, parks or 
Reserves or other land under the care and control of the Council is the 
property of the ASTC.

4.2 Street Tree - New Planting

Residents may apply to ASTC to have trees planted on the nature strip in 
front of premises.

The planting of trees is permitted with the following criteria:
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I. Street trees shall not be planted without the prior approval of ASTC 
and shall be of an approved variety in accordance with ASTC Tree 
Species List

II. Street trees with a potential to reach over 4 meters tall shall not be 
planted within 10m of each other along any street

III. Street trees and shrubs shall not be planted within 10m of any 
corner property alignment at any intersection.

IV. Street trees shall not be planted within 5m of any electric light pole

V. Street trees and shrubs shall not be planted within 3m of any 
vehicle entrance / exit

VI. Street trees shall not be planted directly in front of any pedestrian 
entrance to any property

VII. No planting of poisonous or pest varieties of trees or shrubs is 
permitted

ASTC may authorise the applicant to plant approved trees in accordance with 
ASTC specifications. Where the applicant has applied for trees to be planted 
in front of the premises the applicant is expected to provide adequate water 
and care to the tree until it becomes established.

4.3 Street Tree Removal

Every tree and shrub on Council controlled areas is deemed to have an asset 
dollar value. Generally the Thyer Tree Valuation method will be used when 
calculating the value. The method evaluates the tree on factors such as size, 
age, social benefit and type.

The dollar worth is determined by giving each factor a numerical value and 
multiplying by an industry current average replacement cost. This value will be 
used when determining compensation to Council for the loss of the asset.

No tree may be removed from Council controlled areas without the written 
approval by Council. ASTC will remove any tree that is dead, diseased or 
dying and cannot be rehabilitated to a healthy condition.

ASTC will remove any tree after consultation with affected land owners, which 
on inspection by approved personnel, is found to be dangerous to persons or 
property, or has the potential to cause injury or damage to persons or 
property.

ASTC will remove any tree after consultation with affected land owners that on 
inspection by approved personnel, is found to be damaging services (e.g. 
sewer lines), footpaths, driveways, structures or retaining walls. Trees under 
or near electricity infrastructure will be assessed by PowerWater Corporation 
in accordance with its Standard for Vegetation Management. A
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recommendation will be made after assessment by an approved person and a 
determination on the outcome made by a delegated ASTC officer.

4.4 Unauthorised Tree Planting

Where a property owner plants a tree on Council controlled land without 
Council approval in accordance with this policy, Council may take action after 
consultation with the owner and adjoining property owners. The costs 
associated with this action will be borne by the owner.

4.5 Trees on State Controlled Land

Matters concerning trees and gardens on State controlled roads should be 
referred to NTG.

4.6 Clearing Native Vegetation

The clearing of native vegetation on freehold land, leasehold land and other 
State land requires a development permit from NTG.

4.7 Council Consultation

If a tree is dead, diseased or considered dangerous in its present condition it 
will be removed under current delegation. However, where the previous 
conditions do not apply and the tree forms part of a streetscape particularly in 
a Central Business District or other prominent site a report must be presented 
to Council for direction.

4.8 Fenceline Clearing

The conditions for the clearing of a fenceline adjoining a Council controlled 
road reserve in a rural residential or rural zone in accordance with the relevant 
local law.

5. DEFINITIONS

5.1 Road: is an area of land that is dedicated to public use as a road, a 
footpath or bicycle path, a bridge, culvert, ford, tunnel or viaduct.

5.2 Damage: includes complete removal, lopping or pruning of the 
vegetation: root pruning; killing by poison, grubbing or transplanting.

5.3 Tree / Shrub: a long lived woody perennial plant with an existing or 
potential height of three metres which includes a branched canopy structure, 
including palms or other plants.

6. SACRED TREES / TREES OF SIGNIFICANCE

Trees can be classed as sacred or trees of significance for many reasons including 
their historical, social, environmental or cultural attributes.
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6.1 Criteria

Significant trees may include trees or groups of trees and must satisfy one of 
the following:

• Historical value - memorial trees for lives lost in defence service, 
documented ceremonial trees or trees that can be linked to the regions 
early botanical planters, settlement or documented history

• Botanical value - rare, endangered or vulnerable species with 
educational value.

• Landscape value - a local landmark or feature tree, significant in size 
form or spread in a regional context and may contribute to the scenic 
character of the location or setting

• Natural/Habitat/Ecological Value - the tree contributes to soil stability, 
shade and water table management, provides habitat to rare and 
endangered native fauna as well as the provision of food for wildlife or 
provides a desirable genetic seed source,

• Cultural or Traditional value - the tree has a specific link with cultural 
traditions or stories

• Sacred Site / Tree of Significance - a tree that has been documented 
as having cultural significance


